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If you go
“Next to Normal,” reviewed Friday, is 

running through March 3 at Spokane 

Civic Theatre’s Firth J. Chew Studio 

Theatre. For tickets, call (800) 325-

SEAT for tickets.

Theater review: ‘Normal’ looks at tough subject 
with grit, songs
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“Next to Normal” comes to the Civic Theatre with quite a 

pedigree: The drama by Tom Kitt and Brian Yorkey won 

three Tony Awards during its original 2009 Broadway 

run, including one for best actress and one for best 

score, as well as the 2010 Pulitzer Prize for drama, a 

distinction only eight other musicals can match (most 

recently “Rent” in 1996).

It’s a tricky number to pull off, a mostly sung-through rock musical about mental illness. 

Much like its central protagonist, “Normal” careens from one emotional peak to another, 

from gallows humor to teenage romance to suburban tragedy, sometimes within the 

same scene.

A single wrong step could be devastating to the integrity of the story and the legitimacy of 

the characters. But this Civic production, directed by Yvonne A.K. Johnson, does justice to 

the material; the music maintains its original power, the staging is dynamic and the 

performances are compelling.

The story concerns the Goodman family, who maintain a veneer of domesticity despite the 

fact that wife and mother Diana (Heidi Santiago) has suffered from bipolar disorder for 16 

years. Her husband, Dan (Mark Pleasant), practically ignores his wife’s unpredictable 

behavior, while her overachieving teen daughter, Natalie (Morgan Keene), is mortified 

by it.

Other than her frequent visits to an overzealous pharmacologist (Charles Fletcher) – “He 

knows my deepest secrets; I know his name” – the person Diana is closest with is her son, 

Gabe (Robby French). Unfortunately, Gabe’s merely a figment of her fractured 

imagination, the real Gabe having died in infancy. As Diana’s sanity wanes, Gabe’s 

apparition becomes increasingly insistent that he is, in fact, alive.

The push-and-pull between husband and son becomes the primary conflict of “Next to 

Normal,” as Diana has to consider who really has her best interests in mind. Is it Dan, who 

wants her to undergo electroshock treatments, or Gabe, who is convinced that emptying 
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her pill bottles into the trash is the best solution? She has them on each of her shoulders, 

though we’re not sure who is the angel and who is the devil.

Meanwhile, Natalie’s burgeoning relationship with an outcast named Henry (Mitch Heid) is 

on the fringes of the story, as is her experimentation with the same prescription drugs that 

have numbed her mother.

In the role originated by Alice Ripley, Santiago is particularly memorable as Diana, a role 

that requires tremendous range, wildly unhinged and deeply vulnerable.

After a round of electroconvulsive therapy that practically wipes her memory (she initially 

doesn’t recognize her daughter), Diana begins to piece together her past. Despite Dan’s 

best efforts to hide Gabe’s existence from her, she begins to remember him. The moment 

when they finally confront and cope with his death is a powerful one.

The real discovery in the cast, though, is Keene as Natalie. At 15, she has the dramatic 

and vocal range of an actress twice her age and experience. Santiago and Keene share 

one of the show’s most effective moments, as Diana finally confides in Natalie and repents 

her mistakes as a parent. It’s one of the quietest scenes in the show, highlighting the 

intimacy and credibility of the performances.

“Next to Normal” is not always pleasant. But the cast rises to the challenge of the difficult 

topic, complicated musical arrangements and tricky vocal harmonies of Kitt and 

Yorkey’s score.

The Goodman family story doesn’t end on the most uplifting of notes, nor are all its loose 

ends tied up. But “Next to Normal” does leave us with a glimmer of optimism. And 

sometimes, as in real life, that’s the most we can hope for. 

Get more news and information at Spokesman.com
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'Next to Normal' performs gritty details of mental illness
By Lauren Campbell | Posted: Wednesday, February 6, 2013 1:12 pm 

This is no normal musical.

“Next to Normal,” currently being performed at the Spokane Civic Theatre, is themed around a family falling 

apart, and touches on suicide, mental illness and drug abuse. If you’re looking for something uplifting, a musical 

to leave you singing and dancing all the way home, look elsewhere.

But if you’re looking for a musical to make you feel something, where the songs are less vehicles for singer-actors 

and elaborately choreographed dance numbers and more a way to express emotions that are, in that musical-

theatre cliché, too big for words, watch this show.

It revolves around the family of Diana (Heidi Santiago) and Dan (Mark Pleasant), slowly revealing the traumatic 

event that has made them fall apart. Diana appears relatively normal at first, but was diagnosed as bipolar and 

schizophrenic 16 years ago, and her mental illness — and the reason behind it — is revealed over the course of 

the show.

It is difficult to review this show without sharing the twist, halfway through the first act, that breaks the 

audience’s heart and serves as the basis for the rest of the plot. Suffice to say that Gabe (Robby French), the son 

of Diana and Dan, is not as he first appears.

Then there is Natalie (Morgan Keene), their 16-year-old daughter. She is an overachiever desperate to graduate 

high school early and escape from her home life. Yet as her mother swirls deeper into mental illness, her escapism 

stops taking the form of hard work and becomes a mess of drugs and late nights in clubs. One of the only bright 

spots in the show is Henry (Mitch Heid), the lovable stoner who refuses to give up on her.

In another production, Natalie’s story could be a sideline plot, a way to examine how the primary action of 

Diana’s mental illness impacts those closest to her. But in the hands of the talented Keene, only 15 years old at the 

start of the run, she steals the show. Every actor in this production is talented, but Keene’s performance is 

emotionally nuanced and her voice is impeccable.

Santiago’s Diana errs on the manic side of bipolar, always perfectly coiffed and full of energy. Her mental 

disorder comes through more in others’ reactions to her than in her own actions. It can be difficult for the 

audience to recognize the full depth of her illness until we are told later that she has run naked down the street, 

crashed a car and even burned down a house.

Still, there are moments in this show that ring so true to the human condition that it’s impossible not to be moved. 

There is the daughter who feels she’ll never be good enough, the husband who keeps holding on to a marriage 

that’s falling apart and the son who keeps tearing away at the facade of their happy family.

It’s almost as if the son is seeking to push his mother to the edge. Gabe is completely autonomous, rather than tied 

in to his mother’s mood swings, and he seems to take pleasure in reasserting his presence just when it seems as 

though things might be getting a little bit better. The quasi-sexual caressing between Gabe and Diana is 
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occasionally distracting, and the audience has to constantly remind themselves that it is the disease, not the son, 

that is the villain.

At two and a half hours long, “Next to Normal” isn’t an emotional roller coaster so much as an emotional valley 

— there are no highs to balance out the lows. It probably won’t make you laugh, but it will definitely make you 

cry, especially if you have any personal connection to mental illness.

“Next to Normal” is presented on a simple set in the Studio Theatre at Spokane Civic. The show runs until March 

3, Thursdays through Saturdays at 7:30 p.m. and Sundays at 2 p.m. Tickets cost $26 and can be purchased at 

or by calling (509) 325-2507.www.spokanecivictheatre.com
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If you go
“Annie,” reviewed Friday, continues 

through June 17 on Spokane Civic 

Theatre’s Main Stage. Tickets: (509) 

325-2507 or TicketsWest outlets, 

(800) 325-SEAT

‘Annie’ characters shine again at Civic

Tags: ‘Annie’ Sophia Caruso Spokane Civic Theatre Theater Theater review

After a 28-year hiatus from the Spokane Civic Theatre 

stage, “Annie” returns with a glorious bang. 

Directed by Yvonne A.K. Johnson, the show exudes the 

uplifting and heartfelt spirit of Charles Strouse, Martin 

Charnin and Thomas Meehan’s 1977 Broadway hit – a 

quintessential rags-to-riches story based on Harold 

Gray’s “Little Orphan Annie” comic strip about the adventures of a redheaded orphan girl 

and her dog, Sandy, set during the Great Depression. 

Accolades for the original Broadway material include: several Tony Awards, including Best 

Musical; John Huston’s 1982 Academy Award-nominated movie adaption; an Emmy-

winning 1999 made-for-television movie; numerous national and international touring 

productions; and three Broadway revivals, including a 35th anniversary production set to 

open this fall. 

As the 10-piece orchestra, under the musical direction of Benjamin Bentler, victoriously 

conveys Strouse’s Vaudeville-like swing and jazz score, the more-than-30-person cast 

delivers Charnin’s iconic lyrics and Michael Muzatko’s appealing choreography with fervor. 

The show’s design team, led by Peter Hardie (set) and Jan Wanless (costumes) 

meticulously re-creates the show’s backdrop of 1930s New York City – from the orphans’ 

tattered pinafores and rickety bunk beds at the gloomy Municipal Girl Orphanage to the 

Big Apple’s twinkling skyline, high society finery and opulence of the Warbucks mansion. 

Starring in a young actress’ dream role, Sophia Caruso is clearly – in showbiz terms – a 

triple threat. Though 10-year-old Caruso’s approach to the role is vulnerable, soft-spoken 

and a lot less rough-and-tumble than some of her Annie predecessors – e.g., Aileen 

Quinn’s portrayal in the 1982 film version – she is just as effective. Her belting of the 

show’s signature ballad, “Tomorrow,” seems second nature. One simply cannot resist her 

charm as she warms the heart of detached billionaire Oliver “Daddy” Warbucks (Mark 

Pleasant). She also relates well with frisky sidekick and SpokAnimal rescue dog Sandy, 

even when he seems to care less about the audience and more about the treats in 

her pocket. 
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Pleasant is convincing as the successful yet lonely Warbucks, even though he doesn’t 

display the character’s traditional amount of gruffness nor bald cap and white dinner 

jacket. Vocally, he delivers a smooth and moving rendition of “Something Was Missing.” 

Pleasant and Caruso’s interactions are sincere, and they make a fine tap-dancing duo in “I 

Don’t Need Anything But You.” 

In a role made famous by such greats as Carol Burnett, Kathy Bates, Sally Struthers and 

Nell Carter, Phedre Burney-Quimby gives a less abrasive yet fitting portrayal of the cruel 

orphanage supervisor, Miss Hannigan. Burney-Quimby who played the role of Annie in the 

Civic’s last production 28 years ago, is complemented by Muzatko, who also plays the role 

of Miss Hannigan’s con-man brother, Rooster, and his attractive dame, Lily 

(Angela Pierson). 

Andrea Dawson is poised as Warbucks’ personal secretary, Grace Farrell. With Marlene 

Dietrich-like looks and glamour, the soprano’s vocals chime like porcelain bells. 

The 10 orphans deliver much of the show’s playfulness. Among them are spunky Molly 

(Marlena Mizzoni); worrisome Duffy (Autumn Plucker); and bully Pepper 

(Kiersten Gasper). 

Other highlights include: Annie and the orphans’ “Hard Knock Life” percussion routine 

using tin buckets, scrub brushes and mops; Mark Sims as President Franklin D. Roosevelt 

and his cabinet’s hopeful “Tomorrow” reprise; tap dancing by radio announcer Bert Healy 

(Adam Peterson); and a brief yet memorable solo by Morgan Keene as a star-to-be in the 

ensemble number “N.Y.C.” 

Closing the theater’s impressive 65th anniversary season on a particularly high note, this 

first-rate Civic production is one you will not want to miss. 

Get more news and information at Spokesman.com
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